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FIANCE (K-1) VISAS 
 

ELIGIBILITY: 

 

1) The Petitioner is a U.S. citizen. 

    _____Proof: Passport, birth certificate, or naturalization certificate.  

 

2) Both members of the couple are legally able to married. Are of legal age and not currently married. 

______ Proof: Divorce decrees and/or death certificates of all previous marriages. 

______ Proof: Birth Certificates of both and government issued IDs 

 

3) You have met each other in person at least one time within the last TWO years. 

______ Proof: Declarations, pictures, travel documents.  

 

*If not able to meet this requirement, you need to show it would cause extreme hardship for petitioner to visit 

the beneficiary's country.  

 

4) Genuinely intend to get married during the 90 day visa period for reasons other than immigration 

benefits.  

_____ Proof: Declarations, proof of wedding plans, engagement ring receipt, wedding invitations, etc.  

_____ Proof: Birth certificates of all common children 

_____ Proof: All proof of a bonafide relationship- telephone records, pictures, letters, money sent receipts, 

declarations from friends and family, records of living together, etc.  

 

5) Petitioner is free of domestic violence crimes or substance abuse history. No other grounds of 

inadmissibility present.  

 

_____ 2 Passports pictures of petitioner and 2 passport pictures of fiancé 

 

_____ $340 money order.  

 

*Unmarried children under the age of 21 qualify for K-2 visas. If they are being included then we need their 

birth certificates and IDs if applicable. 
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PROCESS: 

 

1) Form I-129 F, the K-1 visa petition to USCIS  (Immigration fee $340). 

-2 G-325A forms and G-28 forms. Zero cost.  
 
-Approximately 7 month wait. 
 
-Once approved the approve is sent to the NVC 
 

2) NVC forms- (Approximately $240.00 fee) 

-Medical exam necessary before interview- price varies depending on country. Prices available on country's 

consulate website. 

 

3) Interview at Consulate. Visa issued. 

 

-Fiance comes to the United States and has to marry petitioner within 90 days of entry.   


